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ERASMUS+ 2015/2016 

Accertamento competenze linguistiche 

INGLESE 

 

Part 1 - Circle the correct answer 
 

1) I _____ to live in Bari 11 years ago. 

A) come  B) will come  C) came    D) would come 

2) We're going _____ the cinema tomorrow afternoon.  

 A) to      B) into     C) for    D) at   

3) I went out without _____ money.         

 A) no     B) few    C) any    D) some 

4) I'll see you _____ Saturday night.  

  A) on   B) in   C) at   D) for 

5) How long has he been _____ prison?  

  A) at     B) in     C) the     D) to 

6) My homework will be ready_____ Monday.   

  A) over   B) until   C) at    D) before 

7) I was reassured _____ his calm manner.   

  A) for    B) with   C) at    D) by 

8) _____  for a new job? 

 A) You look   B) Are you looking   C) Do you look    D) You be looking 

9) I’ve never _____ a better pizza! 

A) aten   B) eat   C) eaten    D) ate 

10) Brian is not as _____ Jack.  

 A) young as    B) youngest     C) young     D) younger than 

11) It’s _____  if you take the car.  

 A) more fast    B) faster    C) to faster    D) as fast 

12) Is she able _____the piano? 

A) to played  B) to ring  C) to play    D) to do play 

13) He  _____  when he was four years old. 

 A) can ski   B) know ski  C) could be skiing D) could ski 

14) This is my friend Susan, I _____ met, have you? 

A) think you don’t    B) am thinking you haven't   

C)  don't think you've   D) have think you 
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15) It was crazy to drive like that. You _____ killed somebody. 

  A) might have  B) may have  C) maybe  D) should have  

16) I want to _____ my beard cut before my holiday. 

 A) have  B) make  C) has   D) do 

17) She _____ in New York. 

A) as live   B) use live   C) living   D) used to live  

18) It’s nearly midday and Mary is still sleeping. She _____ be tired. 

A) might  B) must   C) could    D) can 

19) I would buy you a drink but I haven’t got _____  money. 

  A) many  B) no   C) any    D) some 

20) My mother won’t let me stay _____  after 10 o’clock. 

  A) by   B) at   C) up     D) on 

21) I haven’t got any money so I _____  buy a new computer. 

  A) can’t   B) can   C) X   D) may 

22) She runs very _____ . 

A) fast   B) faster  C) fastest   D) fastly 

23) Liverpool is more beautiful _____ Manchester. 

A)  as   B) than   C) to   D) like 

24) There isn’t _____ butter left in the fridge. 

A)  many  B) no    C) some  D) much 

25) A 67-year-old woman has won 198 million dollars _____ the Big Game Lottery. 

 A)  in   B) at   C) on   D) by 

 

 

Part 2 - Rewrite the sentences using the word given in bold. Do not alter this word. 

26)    The last time I sat an exam was years ago. 

 FOR 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

27)   Providing you tell the truth, you won’t get into trouble. 

 LONG 

   ___________________________________________________________________________ 

28)  He was a great dancer even though he had no formal training. 

 DESPITE 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 
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29)   I can’t study in the UK because I haven’t got enough money. 

 HAD 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

30)  He gave up smoking ten years ago. 

 STOPPED 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

31)  What is the depth of the swimming-pool? 

 HOW 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

32)  She managed to complete the project in time. 

 SUCCEEDED 

 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Part 3 - Complete the passage using the suitable word. The first is done for you. 

 

Under water investigations 

 An ancient ship has (0) BEEN discovered at the bottom of the Mediterranean Sea. The ship, which sank 

off the coast of Tunisia more (33) ____________________ 2,300 years ago, is already giving historians 

fresh insights into trade and diet in the ancient world. The remains of the ship ____________________ 

(34) found last August on the final day of an expedition undertaken (35) ____________________ the 

British scientist Barry Molloy. Three of his team, who were using a miniature submarine to explore the 

seabed, spotted rows of storage jars and some rotted wood. (35) ____________________ of the jars was 

brought to the surface by a diver, and inside it the scientists found bones belonging to freshwater fish and 

some olives. After examining the contents and design of the jar, Dr Molloy concluded that the ship had 

____________________ (37) following a trade route when (38) ____________________ sank.  

He intends to return to the site of the shipwreck, 32 km from the coast, (39) ____________________ 

that he can conduct further investigations. He hopes to make use of a new robot that uses sound to make 

a computer plan of the wreck, and in this way he can create an accurate picture of (40) 

____________________ the ship looked like. 

 


